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Abstract. Malicious codes and worms comprise the largest portion of
the loss caused the security problem in the Internet. Small worms such
as the “Blaster” spread quickly through the enormous network. It causes
the network to lock down within an hour or so[1]. The situation wors-
ens before it can be monitored and notified by the supervisor. Since
the network is not available, it becomes hard to serve a node with an
order. It is difficult for most large networks to introduce a consistent
monitoring tool and reporting system. It is also more difficult to manage
the configuration of network nodes with the matter of policy. We rep-
resent abstract language that supports various functions. Functions are
in grouping, event, compliance and intermediate forms. This high-level
language abstracts the control behavior of the network nodes that have
various setting-up methodologies. We will describe the features of the
language and give examples of the preliminary implementation on the
test-bed.

1 Introduction

The most important process in the management of network security is the pro-
tection of the network from automated worms that spread quickly through the
Internet. It is for this reason that the abstract policy language and hierarchy se-
curity management system are necessary in delivering security information such
as the policies among the nodes and domains. The purpose of this study is to
design and implement a high-level ACL description language for the large-scale
network of the hierarchy security management system. The large-scale network
consisting of many hosts and nodes is divided into sub-networks.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: section 2 describes a specific
large-scale network and explains the necessity of high-level security management;
section 3 reviews the features of the proposed high-level language; section 4 and
5 explain the environment of implementation and show the results of its com-
parisons to the other high-level languages; and section 6 presents the conclusion
and future applications.
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2 The Large Network and the Abstraction of Policy

In this paper, the organization that forms itself into a logical hierarchy from
highest to the lowest is called the “Domain”. The generic spread process of the
malicious code transfers harmful traffic from one infected domain to another.
To prevent the spread of harmful traffic in the system requires collaboration
between the Domains. When harmful traffic is detected, coherent policies have
to report within the Domains.

In constructing hierarchal Domains in the large-scale network, each Domain
is recursively constructed. The highest Domain, such as the back-born, is the
highest network not only logically but also physically. The highest Domains are
constructed as ‘Nets’. Many researches connected to the collaboration of the
highest Domains are currently in progress. To keep in line with the purpose of
this paper, we will not take this matter up in detail. Figure 1 represents the
Domain constitution of the large-scale network described above.

Fig. 1. The constitution of the Domain of large-scale networks

3 Triton Language

The Domain management policies must describe the high-level abstract lan-
guage used to control the large-scale network in the block. It is necessary to de-
scribe the heterogeneous and configurative information of various network nodes.
This approach provides the highest Domain with a methodology to manage the
large-scale network. A high-level Triton offers various political functions that
manage lower network nodes. This mechanism provides five perspectives of a
description:
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– Abstract description for the configuration of a lower node
– Mechanism of policy compliance
– Grouping
– Event for a polymorphous policy
– Semi-structured communication framework

We will illustrate with a simple example[2].

policy SamplePolicy triggered by EVENT_ALERT
{

Range R1 = [ x:IP | "10.1.1.5" <= x <= "10.1.1.20" ];

incoming {
for ( "DomainA", "DomainB", "DomainC" ) {

if ( src_addr in R1 && dst_port == 8080 ) {
deny ( 3, essential );

}
}

}
}

The other features have to be supported by the compiler, especially those
that require mathematical notations in order to process text files. The descrip-
tion language is composed of a group of structure dependent statements. The
statement attributes also play an important role in defining a policy. The sys-
tem that is going to be designed will also include an editor creating the policy.
A Triton compiler can process an instantiated policy and build a management
system with the structure and features described in the document.

Fig. 2. An abstract language for the configuration of the lower node
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4 Evaluation

This paper compares the Triton language to the other languages representing
policies for the evaluation of a proposed language. There are various
policies description languages used in managing network security. Most of the
languages have individual properties. We looked into the policy description lan-
guage, with a similar purpose, for the comparison and selection of five network
policy languages[3][4].

Table 1. The comparison of police represented languages

Language Target Architecture Compliance Group Event Reference Represent
Policy term Distributed Low Low Low Low Low

PFDL Centralized Medium Low Medium Low Low
RPSL Centralized Low Low Low Low Low
PAX Centralized Low Low Low Low Low
SRL Distributed Low Low Low Low Low

NetSPoC Centralized Low High Low Low Medium
Triton Distributed High Medium Medium Medium High

5 Conclusion

The policy manager has summarized and abstracted the information on large-
scale networks to set up a coherent policy. Additionally, if the Domain server
accommodates a policy delivered from the other trustable Domains, the lower
Domain then, is improving in security. In the lower Domain, it collects informa-
tion of harmful traffic and forwards the useful information to the higher Domain.
In the higher Domain, it sends useful policies to the lower Domains. In this man-
ner, the high-level ACL description Language and related management systems
perform abstracted policy descriptions and various policy services, such as com-
pliance to policy, grouping, an event-based approach and an intermediate form.
This gives a tried manager the important function of managing the security of
the large-scale network.
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